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Congratulations to CPS, partner of edison365 for winning
 2018 Microsoft Project and Portfolio Management Award

CPS, partner of edison365 announced they have won the 2018 Microsoft Project and Portfolio Management 
Award. The company was honoured among a global field of top Microsoft partners for demonstrating 
excellence in innovation and implementation of customer solutions based on Microsoft technology. 

“We are immensely proud to have been recognised as the number one Microsoft Partner 
worldwide for our excellence in delivering world-class PPM solutions which is show cased 
by edison365; our award winning innovation and portfolio management solution,” said 
Ivan Lloyd, CEO, CPS. “Placing the client’s current challenges and on-going needs at the 
core of each and every solution, means we meet their operational needs today and in the 
future; driving innovation, incremental project success and positive business impacts.”  

Awards were presented in several categories, with winners chosen from a set of more than 2,600 entrants 
from 115 countries worldwide. CPS was recognised for providing outstanding solutions and services in 
Project and Portfolio Management. 

Microsoft Project and Portfolio Management Award

“We are honoured to recognise CPS of the UK as a Microsoft Country Partner of the Year,” 
said Gavriella Schuster, corporate vice president, One Commercial Partner, 
Microsoft Corp. “CPS has distinguished itself as a top partner, exemplifying the 
remarkable expertise and innovation we see in our Microsoft partner community to 
deliver transformative solutions.”

The Microsoft Partner of the Year Awards recognise Microsoft partners that have developed and delivered 
exceptional Microsoft-based solutions during the past year. 

www.cps.co.uk

Founded in 1995, CPS is a multi-award-winning Microsoft Gold Partner which specialises in delivering 
innovative Microsoft technology solutions to help businesses on their journey to digital transformation. 
They pride themselves on solving technology and business problems with collaboration, employee 
engagement, change management and innovation from anywhere on any device. What makes them unique 
is that they don’t just deal with the problems and the solutions, they also deal with the outcomes and the 
benefits. 
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